Ohio Wesleyan is pleased to present an Alumni Award to David E. Griffiths, Class of 1951.

Dave’s contributions as an alumnus have been manifold. As reunion president for his class this year, he has written personally to most of his classmates to encourage attendance. His letters stressed both the joy and importance of maintaining ties with the University and with each other.

As an Associate, he has taken an active interest in aiding fund-raising activities, a field in which his personable manner and enthusiasm have been invaluable.

As prime mover in a very successful alumni event in Chagrin Falls in the fall of 1985, Dave’s enthusiasm and hard work resulted in phenomenal attendance. Practically an “Ohio Wesleyan weekend” in Cleveland, this event favorably impressed the several prospective students who attended.

Dave’s support for his Alma Mater has been manifested in his attendance at numerous receptions for prospective and accepted students as an unofficial University representative. He also recently helped organize and participated in a local high school counselors’ luncheon. Dave’s good feelings about Ohio Wesleyan are contagious, and his efforts to attract new students are to be emulated.
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